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Can$you$believe$that$half$of$the$year$has$passed$us$
by$already?!...what!project!have!you!‘put!to!bed’!
since!January?!Or!major!‘WIN’!have!you!had?!

You!know!we!LOVE!to!share!a!‘Win’,!so!here’s!ours!;!

We!started!the!year!with!a!BANG!with!our!trade!

business!being!honoured!to!win;!‘#1$Trade$Business$
in$Australia’$at$the$Small$Business$Champion$
Awards.!You!can!read!about!it!on!page$6.!Pretty!
excited!for!the!knowledge!this!brings!to!all!of!you!

within!Lifestyle!Tradie.!

A!new!financial!year!has!begun!already!!

And!what!an!exciting!end!of!year!it!will!be…!what!

have!you!got!planned!to!ensure!you!start!off!with!a!

BANG?

If!it’s!marketing!you!think!you!need,!then!perfect,!

because!we!will!be!covering!this!in!our!next!LIVE!

event;!the!“Magnet$Marketing$Mastery”$Workshop!
in!Melbourne!on!24th!&!25th!July…!can’t!wait!for!this !

one!!Prepare!to!get!hands!on!designing!a!solid!

marketing!funnel!that!attracts!!Check!out!page$5!for!
more!info.!

The!fun!doesn’t!stop!there;!with!many!members!and!

their!families!heading!to!Bali!for!our!Lifestyle!

Retreat…nothing!better!than!time!away!from!the!

business!to!recharge!those!batteries!and!come!back!

completely!refreshed!

If!you!are!still!keen!to!come!(VIP/Platinum,!VIP/

Diamond),!it’s!not!too!late.!Check!out!Page$19!or!call!
us!to!ask!for!more!details!on!1800!704!822.

Not!long!after!we!will!be!back!in!gorgeous!Manly!for!

the!Lifestyle!Tradie!Boot!Camp!in!November…!but!

now!I’m!getting!way!too!far!ahead!of!myself!!!

Check!out!all!the!fun!we!had!at!the!last!one!in!March!

on!page$17.!

One!of!the!funniest!things!that!came!out!of!the!last!

Boot!Camp!was!the!hot!Tech!Tip…!more!specifically!

the!welcome!return!of!the!walkie_talkie…with!some!

of!the!crew!taking!this!to!a!whole!new!level!_!

’breaker!breaker’…!(you%know%who%you%are!).!Check!
out!what!I!am!talking!about!on!page$20.

One!of!the!biggest!take!outs!from!Boot!Camp!was!

the!importance!of!a!YouTube!Channel!for!your!

How To Feel Happy & 
Confident 24/7. Page 3

This simple trick sees results 
immediately.

#1 Trade Business in Australia 
2015. Page 6

Our success is your success.

Captain Electric
Page 7

VIP Platinum Members 
Michael & Sarah Szubanski 
share their transformation.
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Productivity Hack; The Walkie-Talkie 
Makes a Welcome Come Back. Page 20

How your trade business can 
benefit.

   Other articles include;

• Magnet Marketing Mastery 
Work Shop. Have you 
booked? - page 5

• The Importance of a 
YouTube Channel - page 9

• Your Powers for Good 
or Evil? - page 15

• VIP Seminar ‘Bali’ 2015 
- page 19

• Coolest iPhone App For 
Tradies - page 22

96 Days a Year to Grow 
Your Business. Page 11

Actionable tips to gain 
positive and consistent 
change.

business...!let!alone!the!effect!video!has!on!your!

website…!find!out!how!you!can!help!improve!your!

online!presence!on!page$9.

Speaking!of!YouTube!Channels…!Have!you!heard!of!

the!React!Channel?!You!all!know!the!saying!‘never!

judge!the!book!by!the!cover’…!but!we!all!do!it!right,!

somewhat!subconsciously.!That’s!why!we!chose!the!

current!Best!of!YouTube!for!this!month!on!page$14…
we!isolated!one!video!in!particular,!however!the!

entire!React!Channel!is!good!at!making!you!to!think!

about!how!you!judge!things!before!you!try!it…and!

what!happens!when!you!do…might!just!give!you!a!

laugh!for!the!day!

Talking!about!funny!things…!I’ve!been!asked!why!

such!a!funny/weird!number!in!’96!Days!Each!year!to!

Grow!Your!Business’?!so!why!96?!All!is!explained!on!

page$11…!it’s!actually!pretty!practical!and!DO_ABLE!
when!you!know!how.!Let’s!see!if!you!can!apply!this!

one.

Someone!that!understands!that!transformation!of!

your!business!first!comes!with!focus!and!clarity!is!

Michael!and!Sarah!from!Captain!Electric.!No!only!

have!they!completely!re_branded!and!switched!their!

market!segmentation!to!ensure!they!improve!their!

cashflow,!they!embraced!a!paperless!business!model!

that!has!seen!some!massive!changes!in!streamlining!

workflow,!increasing!productivity!that!provided!them!

with!far!greater!control!than!ever!before.!No!more!

paper!diary!for!Michael!!You!can!read!their!story!on!

page$7.

So!with!business!transformation!comes!a!focused!

Marketing!strategy.!Have!you!got!one?!Perhaps!this!

article!will!get!your!mind!thinking!about!how!to!take!

you!from!‘Here!to!There’…!check!out!page$13.

This!might!take!you!back!full!circle!to!simply!say..!

‘Bring!on!the!Magnet!Marketing!Mastery!WorkShop’!

in!July…!We!are!closer!than!you!think…!have!you!

booked!your!flights?

We’re!PUMPED…!the!content!is!wicked!and!you’re!

going!to!walk!away!saying!‘THAT!was!the!best!one!

yet!’…!I’ll!bank!on!it!!

To your success,
Andy Smith

Andy



Lay it on the plate...

Discover How To Trick Yourself Into 
Feeling Happy and Confident 24/7
To Gain Exceptional Positive Results In Your 
Business and Be More Successful Overnight
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Have%you%noticed%how%your%mood%
and%approach%to%business%can%affect%
everyone%around%you?%If%you%speak%
with%a%lack%of%clarity,%your%team%feel%
lost;%if%you%speak%with%a%lack%of%
confidence,%your%team%feel%less%
empowered;%If%you%are%unhappy,%
then%your%team%feel%flat?%
Then%how%can%you%make%sure%this%
doesn’t%happen%again.!Ever?!

For$years$self+help$gurus$and$business$
coaches$have$preached$the$same$simple$
mantra:$‘if$you$want$change$and$positive$
improvements$in$your$business/life$then$you$
need$to$change$how$you$think’.$
They%say,%‘force'yourself'to'think'positive'
thoughts'and'you'will'become'happier’.$The$
problem$is,$it$often$doesn’t$work.$

If$you$think$you$can$simply$‘think$positive$
thoughts’$and$the$result$will$be$an$immediate$
happy$smile$and$friendly$disposition,$then$
think$again.$But'I'do'have'a'solution'that'
WILL'work…

In$reality,$you$can’t$‘will’$yourself$to$be$
happy,$but$you$can$‘pretend’$to$be$happy$
which$just$might$have$the$same$effect…$it’s$
kinda$like$‘fake$it$till$you$ARE$it’.$‘Will$it$
work?’,$you$ask.

Try$this;$ACT%in%a%positive%way%by%smiling%at%
the%staff$(even$when$you$don’t$particularly$
feel$happy)$and%speaking%and%holding%
yourself%with%confidence$(even$when$you’re$
not).$Result?$you%will%actually%FEEL%happier%
and%more%confident…

Yes,$it’s$true,$this$is$a$highly$effective$way$to$
transform$how$you$gain$positive$results$and$
be$more$successful$literally$overnight.

ACT$the$way$you$wish$to$FEEL$
and$BE,$and$you$will$become$it.!

This$technique$turns$common$sense$on$its$
head,$but$is$grounded$in$science,$and$it$all$
starts$with$William$James,$who,$in$the$late$
19th$century,$dedicated$his$attention$to$the$
relationship$between$emotion$and$behaviour.

Our$everyday$experience$tells$us$that$your$
emotion$cause$you$to$behave$in$certain$ways.$
FEELING$makes$you$ACT;$for$example,$feeling$
happy$makes$you$smile,$and$feeling$sad$
makes$you$frown.$Case$closed.

James,$however,$hypothesised$that$the$
relationship$between$emotion$and$behaviour$
was$a$two+way$street,$and$that$behaviour$
could$cause$emotion.$He%claimed%that%the%
ACT%of%smiling%could%make%you%FEEL%happy%
and%the%ACT%of%frowning%could%make%you%
FEEL%sad.
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Psychologist$James$Laird$put$this$theory$to$the$
test$in$the$70’s$where$volunteers$where$asked$
to$adopt$certain$facial$expressions.$Half$were$
asked$to$draw$down$their$eyebrows$and$clench$
their$teeth$to$pretend$they$were$angry,$and$
others$were$asked$to$draw$back$the$corners$of$
the$mouth.$The$results$were$as$expected;$the$
participants$felt$significantly$angrier$when$they$
clenched$their$teeth$and$much$happier$when$
they$forced$their$face$to$smile.

Research$conducted$since$then$has$shown$
that$the$same$effect$applies$to$almost$all$
aspects$of$our$lives.$By%acting%‘as%if’%you%are%a%
certain%type%of%person,%you%become%that%
person.$What$is$known$as$the$‘As%If’%Principle.

For%example;%if%you%want%to%be%more%
Confident:%Dana$Carney,$an$assistant$
professor$at$Columbia$Business$School,$led$a$
study$where$she$split$volunteers$into$two$
groups.$The$first$group$were$placed$in$power$
poses$–$those$seated$at$a$desk$were$asked$to$
put$their$feet$on$the$desk,$look$up$and$place$
their$hands$behind$their$hand.

Those$in$the$second$group$were$placed$in$
poses$that$weren't$associated$with$
dominance.$For$example;$some$were$asked$to$
place$their$feet$on$the$floor,$hands$in$their$
laps$and$look$at$the$ground.$

The%results%were%loud%and%clear:$Just$one$
minute$of$dominant$posing$provided$a$real$
boost$in$confidence.

Interestingly,$the$researchers$found$some$
amazing$results$when$they$focused$on$the$
chemicals$coursing$through$the$volunteers'$
veins.$Those$power$posing$had$significantly$
higher$levels$of$testosterone,$proving$that$
the$poses$had$changed$the$chemical$make+up$
of$their$bodies.

The$result$from$this$was$ever$further$defined:$
that$just%one%minute%of%dominant%posing%

changed%the%chemical%levels%within%the%
body,$and%hence,%providing%the%poser%with%
more%‘surreal’%confidence.

So,$if$this$is$you,$If$you$want$change$in$your$
life,$then$you$have$to$take$ACTION.$Be$that$
person.$Adopt$that$characteristic.$Strangely$
enough,$it$will$make$you$feel$empowered.

So$sit$up$straight$and$take$a$deep$breath.$It$is$
time$to$rip$up$the$rule$book$and$embrace$the$
truth$about$change.

Action$speaks$louder$than$words.!

Here%are%2%quick%and%effective%exercises%that%
use%the%‘As%If%principle’%to%transform%how%
you%think%and%behave.

HAPPINESS:%Smile
Smile$and$you$will$feel$happier.$To$get$the$
most$out$of$this$exercise,$make$the$smile$as$
wide$as$possible,$extend$your$eyebrow$
muscles$slightly$upward,$and$hold$the$
expression$for$about$20$seconds.

CONFIDENCE:%Power'pose
Adopt$a$power$pose$to$increase$your$self+
esteem$and$confidence.$
If$you’re$sitting$down,$lean$back,$look$up$and$
interlock$your$hands$behind$your$head.$If$
you’re$standing$up,$then$place$your$feet$flat$
on$the$floor,$push$your$shoulders$back$and$
your$chest$forward.

http://pss.sagepub.com/content/21/10/1363
http://pss.sagepub.com/content/21/10/1363
http://pss.sagepub.com/content/21/10/1363
http://pss.sagepub.com/content/21/10/1363
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If you want to RAMP UP your 
MARKETING and learn how to;

✓ Design a Marketing Funnel That is 
as Greasy as a well oiled machine

✓ Attract pre-qualified, A-grade 
NEW leads/customers…

✓ Make your leads STICK like super-
glue and 

✓ Turn them into Loyal, long term 
customers… THEN 

YOU HAVE TO BE THERE…

Get ready to expand your mind 
in ways you didn’t think were 
possible… This is a sure fire way 
to kick your business up a gear 
and gain a competitive edge.

We are looking forward to 
seeing YOU at our NEW and 
INSPIRING venue, The 

Blackman Hotel in Melbourne.

OUR NEXT EVENT…

‘Magnet Marketing Mastery’ 
WORKSHOP
Friday 24th & Saturday 25th July, 2015
Blackman Hotel, Melbourne

JULY 

2015

Information about our cool nights 
out will be coming your way 
SOON!
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It was for our approach, dedication 
and industry leadership that provided 
Dr.DRiP this recognition.. 

We consider this a MAJOR win for ALL 
trade business owners, across ALL 
trade industries, as we at Lifestyle 
Tradie Group Pty Ltd  are in a position 
whereby we can share our hands-on 
knowledge from Dr.DRiP to ensure you 
too adopt technology, streamline your 
business with the right model and 
advance your business to result in 
more time, money and freedom.

May we continue to push the 
boundaries together and aim for 
excellence in all trades across 
Australia! :)

#1 Trade Business 
in Australia 2015 
And the winner is: Dr.DRiP Pty Ltd

Yes, that’s right… we are SUPER proud to have been crowned 
#1 TRADE BUSINESS in AUSTRALIA for 2015 on Saturday 18th April 

at the 2015 Australian Small Business Champion Awards in Sydney. 

This was specifically for our trade business, Dr.DRiP Plumbing. 
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Lifestyle Tradie Member Profile
“Adopting a paperless business model has streamlined the workflow, 

increased productivity and provided me with far greater control that I’ve ever had”

1. Tell us a little about your situation, 
business, family etc.

After  working  for  the same company  for  7  years,  in 
2008  I resigned from  my  job and started  up  my 
own  business – MPS Electrical Concepts. For  the 
next  5  years business ticked along  with  the majority 
of work  being  on  new  builds and 100% word  of 
mouth  referrals.  In  early  2013  we realised that 
something  had to change – the business was not 
growing  and whilst  it  was paying  the bills,  it  wasn’t 
operating  in  a  way  that gave  us the flexibility  you 
expect when you are your own boss. 

We  rebranded the company  name to ‘Captain 
Electric’,  and invested  in  ourselves to learn 
business, marketing  and sales skills.  Today  we  run 
a  much  smarter  business – there is still  a  lot  of 
work  to do but we now  feel  confident  enough  in  our 

systems to grow.  We have  even  employed another 
full time tradesman. 

My  family  consists of my  wife, Sarah,  and our  two 
sons, Jacob  and Max.  Sarah  currently  does all of 
the administration  and most  of  the marketing 
whilst  running  another  family  business.  Our  boys 
are at  an  age now  where  we would love  to have  the 
freedom  to get  away  camping  on  the weekends so 
this helps keep us motivated when  we are working 
on something late into the night!    

2. What’s the biggest challenge you’ve faced 
     in the last 12 months? 

About  6  months ago we made the  move to using  an 
online CRM instead of the old paper  diary. Putting  away 
the diary  after  so many  years of relying  on  it  was certainly 
a huge challenge. One that has definitely paid off! 

Michael & Sarah Szubanski
Captain Electric - VIP Platinum member
www.captainelectric.com.au

http://www.guardianplumbing.com.au
http://www.guardianplumbing.com.au


We have  also strategically  shifted our  mix  of work  from 
builders to smaller  domestic jobs. To do this we have 
concentrated  on  marketing  to make  sure that  our  brand 
is seen  by  our  target market.  A  specialist  marketing 
consultant has helped us put  together  a  strategy  and  we 
are  now  in  the final  stages of implementing  the plan  – we 
are  confident  that  this will  drive  some new  domestic 
business (and help justify that new tradie on the road!).

3. How have you tackled that challenge? 
     How do you feel about it?

See above answer.   

4. How have you and your business changed 
     since joining LTG?

Our  business has completely  transformed 
since  joining LTG. We  had  already  come to the 
realisation  that things had to change in  order  for 
our  business to be  able to provide a  viable  income 
for  our  family  in  the  future,  so we were  open  to 
everything  and anything  that  was suggested to us. 
We  quickly  made the decision  to rebrand  which  kept 
us busy  for  a  few  months and  then  embarked  on 
strategic marketing  (and testing and  measuring!). 
Today  we are so much  more organised having 
adopted a  paperless business model  which 
has streamlined the workflow, increased 
productivity  and  provided me  with  far 
greater control  than  I’ve ever  had. The  coolest 
part  is creating  life  plans – each  one is progressively 
more extravagant  and  gives us laser  focus – we  love 
ticking things off as we achieve them! 

5. Where do you see your business in 
     5 years?
In  five years we will have 3-4  tradies on  the road –I will 
be concentrating  on  working  on  the business rather 
than  being  full time  on  the  tools.  Sarah  will  probably  be 
heavily  entrenched in  her  own  businesses and will 
probably  be involved in  Captain  Electric  in  planning 
and strategy rather than the day to day activities.

6. What are the top 3 things you have learnt 
    about business that you would recommend 
    to others and WHY?

Tip 1: 
Get  your  money  immediately  from  domestic 
customers – so much easier on the cash flow.

Tip 2:
Test  and Measure on  absolutely  every 
marketing  activity  – don’t  throw  away  those 
precious dollars on  marketing  and then  not  know 
whether it’s working or not. 

Tip 3:
Plan  – have goals for  your  business and  personal 
life.  There is nothing  better  than  being  able to tick 
off something as DONE. 

7. Favourite tool and why?

The EFTPOS machine – no more excuses for  not 
being able to pay on the day. 

8. Tell us something quirky about yourself 
     that your buddies don’t know.

I’m  pretty  much  an  open  book so there is not  much 
my  friends don’t  know  about  me! One  of my  life goals 
is to go and climb  big  mountains in  the Himalayas. 
Sarah  is much  more private so she  will love you  all 
knowing  that  she  hates the feel of newspaper...  to the 
point that it makes her gag! 

9. Who would you most like to have lunch 
     with and why?

My  future self – maybe I could learn  from  my 
mistakes before I even  make  them  (plus  I might find 
out when I’m going to end up bald)!
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LOST
IN THE

WEB
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Importance of YouTube and 
how it can impact your 
business. 
Uploading a video onto your channel even 
if it’s just a two minute snippet explaining 
what you are doing in your chosen trade, 
gives you great exposure, as it is sharing 
your knowledge in snippets and it is easier 
to found in the Google search engine as it 
will come up on the top of the search page, 

it’s more easier to be found then articles it 
will get a higher response as it is showing 
you and your brand.

Creating a YouTube video is great 
because you create something once and 
you can use it many different places. You 
can link the videos to your website by 
even mentioning in the video your 
location such as “Hi I’m Bill, I’m working 
in North Ryde and I’ just going to 
quickly run through what I’m doing 
today” so when a potential client goes 
into the Google and searches Plumbers 
in North Ryde your website and 
YouTube video will appear at the top of 
the page. It builds credibility and is 
easier for your clients to find you.

The best thing about it all is that 
Google owns YouTube so your 
business will always have great 
exposure as videos rank higher 
than any text.

Importance Of 
You Tube

It’s a great marketing tactic for your business to start your own 
YouTube channel. Why? Because YouTube is described to be the 
TV broadcast channel for businesses as it is great marketing for 
your business and personal brand that helps it grow together.



Starting a business and building it to 
prosper into a business that is profitable 
are two different tasks. By creating a 
YouTube channel, which is for FREE, is 
the best possible tool to help you market 
your company because it can be a hard 
task.

Benefits of having a YouTube 
Channel.
Popularise your company – Like I 
mentioned before, a two-minute snippet 
can give your company great exposure

Sharing made easy – By having videos 
on a YouTube channel you can get friends 
and family to share your video through 
Facebook, which will help, attract more of 
a client base.

Increase your brand visibility – Even 
if sometimes you don’t make a video on 
your channel you can comment on other 
videos that are similar to yours, share good 
videos to your channel is making your 
company more visible to other users as you 
are now engaging with them.

Increase your site’s views – YouTube 
lets you insert your video links into other 
pages, you can link your YouTube video to 
your page, which increases chances of a 
person finding your business video 
through a search.

Save money – An important element in 
the marketing campaign is money, it cost 
to print flyers, it cost to put your ad in the 
newspaper but YouTube allows you to 
upload your videos for free. It cost nothing.

YouTube Ads - With so many users on 
YouTube and the 2 billion hits it gets a day, 

you can place your company Ad on 
YouTube for people to watch before they 
watch a video of their choice as it will show 
before their chosen video, by doing this 
you can use the video target tool to place 
your ads.
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YouTube is one of the fastest 
growing sites and is a great 

platform for you to showcase 
your company. When it comes 

too social media marketing there 
are no sites more important 

YouTube to help you with it. All 
you have to do is sign up for free 
and make full use of the features 

provided by the site.

YouTube can do wonders 
for your business. 

So start today.



ROCKS FIRST 
The question I know you are all asking is “why 
96? And how did you get to that number?”
To get this right from the start, you have to 
first think about your entire year and allocate, 
on a calendar, those things that are MOST 
important. For me, that’s school holidays. 
These are blocked out first. I know my 
productivity will not be at its peak within this 
time. I also schedule all the events and 
holidays I have planned. This way the 
babysitters are booked well in advance and the 
family commitments are taken care of.

If  I didn’t do the rocks first, it would be like 
trying to fit rocks in the jar after you’ve filled it 
with sand and water. If  the rocks represent
the important things, then make sure 
you put them in first. 

With this complete I know I won’t over 
commit and can look at specific Focus Days at 
a weekly level. It’s about setting myself  
up to know that ‘YES I can do this!’.

DEDICATED FOCUS DAYS 
These are Marketing and Business 
Development Days. The most important 
activities you can do to ensure you ‘stay alive’ 
as a business and continue to grow. For me this 
occurs one day each week to work on new 
marketing activities and contact leads.

That’s about 48 days of  solid focus on 
marketing (excluding holiday periods) within a 
year. Do you think you might get traction on 
that website, marketing campaign or follow up 
      on quotes if  you did this? Do you think 
            you might increase your leads this 
             way? Absolutely.

                    I can hear your protests, “but I just 
                       don’t have time for that!” and ‘I’ll be 
                      interrupted anyway”. Well what 
                     happens to the business if  you 
                  don’t?
           The best way to make sure this happens 
        is to theme your day to stay focused 
        on one topic. This will help improve 
        traction immediately.

Allocate 96 Days Each Year 

& Grow Your Business
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I’m not too keen on a business that stands still – are you?
I’m more motivated by seeing positive change by ensuring I work on 

marketing and new development within the business for 96 days of the 
year… want to know why this works and how you can do it too?…
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THEME YOUR DAY 
If  you were to allocate one specific day within 
a week (say a Wednesday) to work only on 
marketing activities, do you think you might 
have a better chance of  completing the work 
you set and ticking boxes? You bet.

You also won’t book non-marketing activities 
on that day because you have a focus.

I’ve even gone so far as to develop a ‘Weekly 
Planner’ that helps me visually see ‘what’ I am 
working on within a day. Wednesday is 
immediately blocked out for marketing and 
development, and Tuesday is an Admin day to 
ensure we stay on top of  the finances and 
paperwork. 

Then I chunk it down even further. As an 
example this Wednesday might be: 9-10am is 
website improvements and check Analytics, 
10:30am – 11;30am is calls to the local 
schools and 12:30 – 1:30pm is testimonials – 
sending emails to customers and thank you 
responses.

There is no better way to improve your 
output and efficiency than to work on 
ONE THING at a time. Multi-tasking is for 
the birds! How can anyone possibly write 
some copy for the website and complete the 
design for the advertising brochure at the 
same time? Impossible.

That said, you can achieve MORE if  you stay 
focused on one key theme and break that 
down to specific time allocated tasks.

With two days a week already 
allocated to marketing/business 

development and admin that’s 96 
days a year to work on growing 

the business.

TAKE A BREAK and 
FOCUSED TIME 
I definitely think it is important NOT to 
completely fill up your calendar in a day. You 
need to allow breaks between each different 
task to get up off  your chair, move your legs 
and break your thought patterns.
It helps you ‘get back in the zone’ if  you get 
the blood flowing through your body through 
movement. 

This break time is good to check in with your 
team to see if  they have any pressing 
questions before you set yourself  up for 
another ‘block’ of  focused time.

Focused time, like a set hour to complete 
the copy for the website page, is highly 
efficient if  you minimise distractions. You 
need to remove anything that takes 
your attention away from where you 
‘should be’. 

Switch your phone to silent, turn off  your 
emails so you aren’t tempted to ‘take a peek’ 
at who is contacting you (sabotaging your day, 
might I add… A thought for another day!) and have 
a glass of  water or tea/coffee near by.

It is important to do everything to ‘help 
yourself ’ stay on that seat for the agreed 
period of  time you allocated to get the task 
DONE. Trust me, you’ll feel better once you 
have achieved that goal.

No more ‘squeezing in’ marketing and 
business development where you can. No 
more racing through the P&L. Block out time 
for the task that it deserves by allocating a set 
theme day and chunking down your time. 

You’ll be 96 days of  focused 
positive outcomes better off!



SPILL THE BEANS. . . . . ‘MIND-BLOWING 
SECRETS FROM A MARKETING MAVEN’

From Here to There… 
Marketing for the 
forward thinkers 
It takes a forward thinker to decide on the goals you 
want to accomplish for the year. What do yours look 

like?

It’s probably safe to assume you want a bigger 
turnover and a greater profit margin. So what’s the 
number? Do you have one? Then write it down… 
now… how are you going to achieve that? 

Although you can cut costs and improve 
operations, chances are, if you want to achieve this 
goal, you’re going to need to turn your attention to 
Marketing.

So where do you start? If you want to build 
customers you need to understand what it takes for 
them to make a ‘Buying Decision’. There is a 
common unwritten rule that it takes around seven 
points of contact with a prospect to convert them to 
a customer (this could change industry to industry).

This is explained perfectly through ‘The Hierarchy 
of Effects’, a buyer behaviour model dating back to 
the ’60’s. There are six steps;

Prospect/Potential.Customer!
Untapped(market
1.#Awareness!"!of!product/service
(advertising)
2.#Knowledge!–!inform!and!establish!customer!
needs((website,(brochure,(sales(call)

Warm.Prospects!
Existing(awareness,(but(not(driven(to(purchase
3.#Liking#–!the!product/service!or!not
(staff(interaction,(pre=purchase(experience)
4.#Preference!–!build!value,!quality
(test(drive,(white(paper,(trial)

Customers!
Desired(Customer(Position
5.#Conviction!–!authority!marketing!
(testimonials.(Award(wins)
6.#Purchase!–!leads!to!a!sale!

The theory behind the buyer behaviour is that the 
business and/or prospects can’t move forward 
without having had their needs met at each step. 
For example; you may need to touch the prospect a 
few times with ‘knowledge’ by way of advertising, 
website or sales call at step 2 before they decide 
they are ready to move to the next step of feeling 
happy with your business/sales person (liking/step 3).

The big lesson here is that; ‘no’ does not mean ‘no’. 
Rather the prospect is saying ‘you haven’t satisfied my 
need at this level yet. You need to help me make a 
decision’. Customer conversion is literally a process 
that will take a few steps, not a single event.

If you want to succeed you need to plan ahead and 
around the number of touch points depending on 
what works best for your business. 

Make sure you have something at every step to keep 
moving that person from prospect to paying customer;
To help you put one together, here are some golden 
rules to consider;

1. Analyse your current situation, How well your 
business is performing in the sales and marketing? 
What are your distinctive competitive advantages? 
How effective have your previous strategies and 
tactics been? What has been accomplished so far 
from a communications point of view? For 
example…
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Do you ever judge something 
before you try it?

!!!!!!!‘Best&Of’!Video

KIDS vs. FOOD #5 – Pizza Topping is a great 
video that shows the example of what we are all 
guilty of doing, judging a book by its cover. 

It explores a group of children, being placed with 
individual pizza toppings infront of them, they are 
all so quick judge just by the look of it, when they 
have never even tried it before. It’s a great clip to 
watch as it challenges you to try it before you judge it.  

Watch it now on youtube @ www.youtube.com/
watch?v=6buKIm2z8TE …and whilst you are 
there, check out the other videos on the REACT 
Channel… there are many a lesson to be taken 
from opening your eyes to new things!

Go to MyLifestyleTradie.com.au and check out You Tube ‘Best Of’ Videos. 
Let me know what you think.

2.Choose a customer base you want to target. New, 
warm or existing? Which steps are they on?

3.Make it all about your customer, let them know 
that no matter how big an issue , it will be resolved 
immediately with the help of your product/service.

4.Always do one thing at a time. Keeps you focused.

5.Try to do new things but always experiment to see if 
it works.

6.Keep everything consistent. You should always have 
a central message that runs through every touch point 
and piece of communication (brochures, media, stories, 

events, packaging) and every interaction with your 
business from your signage, website, receptionist, sales 
staff, invoicing to customer service. Make sure your 
words; images, tone and materials all ‘say’ the same 
thing. Sometimes it pays to work with an expert.

7.Always make sure you are know what’s happening 
in your market by staying ontop of this you are 
always aware of changing customer needs and 
expectations. It will help you stay relevant, modern 
and unique.

8.Create a customer ritual and stick to it: Ritual 
cements customer relationships plus, realistically, 
science tells us that we all find comfort in rituals. 
Celebrate customer anniversaries (theirs and theirs 
with you), birthdays, etc. Your rituals might vary 
from hand written thank you cards, little treats on 
delivery, super quick service, passionate service 
staff. Whatever it is – deliver it every time. 

9.Test your assumptions and ask for feedback, always 
ask your customers for feedback on your products 
and services so you can see through their eyes how 
well you are going and what you need to improve on 
if need be.

10.TAKE ACTION. Start now. Carry out the plan with 
every customer, every time.

Most importantly, have FUN with it. Marketing is 
something that is a MUST DO within your 
business if you want to not only stay alive, but hit 
that yearly turnover goal. Great creative, gain cut-
through, but most importantly, keep it up! You’ll be 
a full head and shoulder above your competitors 
marketing if only you remain CONSISTENT with 
your communication.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6buKIm2z8TE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6buKIm2z8TE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6buKIm2z8TE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6buKIm2z8TE
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Using Your 
Psychological Powers 
For Good, Not Evil,
In Your Trade Business
Ever felt compelled to go the 
extra mile for someone, not 
because they’ve asked you 
too, but because they’ve done 
it for you at some point?
 
The old ‘You Scratch My Back, 
and Ill Scratch Yours’? 
That’s because of  an amazing 
psychological phenomenon, that basically 
says that when someone does something 
nice for you… you will have a 
psychological urge to do something in 
return. 

It’s true, right? We’ve all done it! For 
other tradies, for other business, or 
for our mates. 

It’s called ‘The Power of  
Reciprocity’. And in some 
cases it is reciprocated 
with a gesture far 
more generous 
than the original. 

So, here’s why it 
would be to your 

advantage to understand the ‘power’ in 
your trade business. And how to implement 
it the right way with your customers. 

How To Use Your 
Power For Good: 
To put it simply - Be Sincere! That way, 
you’re showing that your intent is not just 
to get into your customers wallets, but to 
sincerely help them. Give your customer 
something of  legitimate value, with no 
expectation of  compensation. 

There is a lot of  aggressive sales and 
marketing techniques and advice out there 
and consumers are savvier than ever 

before, but by being 
sincere, it will ensure 

that:
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1. Your business is seen by the customer 
as credible, and 

2. Shows you empathise with your 
customer, that you’re there to help 
them and fully understand their needs. 

3. It will be easier for your customers 
to buy/deal with your business in the 
future because now you’re trusted. 

Using Your 
Powers For Evil:  
If  the ‘Power of  Reciprocity’ is used as a 
tactic, customers can smell it from a mile 
away, and it just won’t work. 

Don’t be aggressive, relentless or 
pushy… if  you’re offering something of  
true value, you don’t need to. When you 
use ‘Reciprocity’ as a pressure tactic, it’s 
too obvious, and you will simply push your 
customers away, rather than create a 
trusting relationship. 

Using Your 
Power Today:  
Implementing this theory within your 
trade business is pretty easy really. Think 
about it this way: “What small thing 
could you provide your customer 
with today, that they could really, 
legitimately use and benefit from”.  
And when you come up with an answer… 
go give it to them! 

Because of  the ‘Power Of  
Reciprocity’, your customers will 
gladly return that generosity. 

And not 
only will 
they feel 
good about 
you, YOU 
will feel 
good about 
you too. 



‘Model. Muscle. Master.’  
 Boot Camp

13 & 14 

MARCH 
2015

Colin Boyd spreading 
his words of wisdom
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We are a crazy bunch! 

This Boot Camp was quoted to be 
‘the best one yet!’, with Special Guest 
Speakers gracing our stage to share 
their personal story of ‘Garage to 
Global’ (thanks Steve Clark), practical 
tips to apply to adopt‘ Dynamic 
Leadership’ (thanks Colin Boyd) and 
how could we forget ‘one of our own’, 
David Fazio… There is nothing more 
inspiring than his story of ‘World 
Tough Mudder’ 2014 in the desert of 
Las Vegas. It was no mean feat to 
battle the Apocalypse to achieve 
30th in the 
World, 2nd in 
your age 
division. 

Thanks to all the 
fabulous speakers 
for sharing!

Till we meet again
in July. :)

Jaclyn Bold



Libby Dedman

Mark & Renee

A good 

night out!

Justin, Jade & Josh

Faz sharing 
his story

Great teamwork!

How many chefs???
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Oh What A Night!
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In case you didn’t already know…we are heading to the beautiful BALI 
for the VIP Seminar 2015. This is open to all of our Platinum, VIP 
Platinum, Diamond and VIP Diamond Members.

Fiji 2014 was a BLAST, to say the least... So Bali is sure to be simply 
MORE of the same!

Did you say you enjoy cocktails in the pool? A friendly banter with 
your fellow tradie? A competitive game of table tennis to bring out a 
belly laugh? And did I mention shopping? Well, this is the trip for you…

So… when are we going? September is the month for 7 days, and its 
not too late to book. 

We have a great group already booked and raring to go… but YOU are 
welcome too! Would love to see you there….

For more details go to mylifestyletradie.com.au > Events > VIP Seminar

VIP SEMINAR BALI 2015
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Walkie-talkies have been about for as long as I 
can recall, the first one invented was in 1937 - 
over 70 years ago now. So push to talk (PTT) is 
certainly nothing new to me…but Voxer is…
now I’m not saying I’m 70 years old, but it has 
been around my whole life!

You’re probably thinking what 
is Voxer?
Voxer is almost life changing because of  how 
easy it is to use and communicate with others, 
assuming everyone you want to speak with 
downloads it too… good news – it’s free from 
the Android and iPhone app store. 

How is it used?
When using Voxer you can instantly talk to 
individuals or entire groups up to 500 contacts 
– it’s great to incorporate into your company as 
it an easier and quicker way to stay in contact 
with your employees and fellow co-workers.

It is faster then sending a text or an email as 
you can either talk to someone on the other 
end live or can listen to the message later if  you 
are unavailable to speak at the time. You can 
even share your location to know where exactly 
someone is located (if  your location settings are 

on…but this is just getting a little big brother now!). 
You can also send text and photo messages too!

How does Voxer work for Dr. DRiP?
Voxer makes it easier for the tradesmen to 
communicate to each other while they are out 
on jobs and to communicate back to the office. 
Plus, it’s super easy and convenient for 
everybody to have access too. 

Andy doesn’t like sending texts because at times 
it can be time consuming especially when you 
have so many things going on at once, but with 
Voxer it’s a quick click and you are instantly 
talking so much faster then making a call and 
leaving a voicemail and sending a text or email. 

It’s also good for us because we can see when 
each person has listened to or seen the 
message…meaning there is no excuse not to 
reply! Many a time I have heard Andy follow 
up his message with… “I know you have heard it…
why have you not replied!” (hahahha)

Voxer is the next big thing and it’s available on 
the Android and iPhone app store for free. So 
what are you waiting for? It has changed the 
way we operate our business for the better. 
‘Over and out’

The Walkie-Talkie 
Makes a Welcome Come Back…



This is where we talk about all cool things that should or could be in the 
man cave. Gadgets, new tech, cool tools, new inventions or big boys toys, 
if it’s cool and fun we’ll talk about it.

The Cobra JumPack 
– Never Get Stuck With 
A Flat Battery Again! 
What if you could jump start your car and 
charge your mobile devices off the same 
battery pack that easily fits in your 
backpack or purse?  The Cobra JumPack is 
all of that and more. With a starting current 
of 200A and 400A peak current the Cobra 

JumPack has enough power to jump start 
most cars multiple times on a single charge.

This compact portable power pack also 
contains a 7,500 mAh battery with a 2.1 
Amp USB output to rapidly charge any 
mobile device from smart phones to tablets 
to digital cameras, making it the ideal 
emergency battery pack for a home, office, 
vehicle or the outdoors.

The Cobra JumPack has a built-in LED 
flashlight with a strobe and S.O.S function 
for emergencies.  It also includes jumper 
cables and two different charging methods; 
a wall charger for home, and a 12V charger 
to charge your battery pack on the go.

So whether you need to jump start your car, 
motorcycle or boat or just need a little recharge 
of your mobile devices, the Cobra JumPack has 
you covered and can keep you going. 
Available at cobra.com for $149.99USD  

The Polaroid Zip  
The Polaroid Zip is a small box about the size 
of a large smartphone, weighing 186 grams 
and it' s just less than an inch thick. And it's a 
photo printer.

MAN CAVE?
IS THIS IN YOUR

Page 
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Cool$iPhone$Apps$
for$Tradies$and$
their$Ladies

Iconical
iPhone
Price:*$2.49

Wish'your'iPhone'was'as'customisable'as'other'phones?$
Do%you%want%a%faster%way%to%make%a%call%without%having%to%scroll%
through%all%your%contacts?!There’s!nothing!faster!than!a!contact!call!
icon!on!your!home!screen.

Do%you%Skype%the%same%person%frequently?!Create!a!home!screen!
icon!that!will!open!Skype!and!call!that!person!automa;cally.

Do%you%have%one%icon%that%you%really%hate%looking%at?!Simply!make!
your!own!icon!and!hide!the!original!icon.!

Features:
<!Create!shortcuts!for!17,000+!supported!apps
<!Create!shortcuts!for!250+!supported!apPs
<!Lock!your!icons!to!stop!others!from!using!them
<!Edit!your!icon!by!drawing,!rotating!and!zooming
<!Download!any!image!to!use!in!your!icon
<!Upload!your!icon!to!the!cloud!for!others!to!see!and!use
<!Share!your!icon!with!your!friends!for!them!to!use!too!

The Zip connects to your iOS or Android 
device via Bluetooth and using a free app, you 
can take photos you shot with your phone and 
create small, 2x3-inch prints. The app has 
several editing options like adding filters, 
frames, stamps and stickers, but you can also

make business cards or even make edits 
private so they can only be viewed by scanning 
a QR code printed on the original image.

The Zip uses Polaroid's Zink zero-ink printing  
technology, which uses special Zink paper 
embedded with cyan, yellow and magenta dye 
crystals. The crystals start off colorless, but as 
the print is being made, heat activates the 
crystals changing them to the appropriate 
colors. The rechargeable battery is good for 
up to 25 prints. 

                     The Polaroid Zip is available 
                            from polaroid.com for 
                                 $160.00
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The Distraction Syndrome:    
I wonder if you suffer from any of these 
symptoms? You might be surprised!  

‘The Spillover Effect’; How To 
Harness It To Benefit Your Life… 
and how to grind to a halt the negative.

Can’t wait to ‘share the love’ with you all at our 
upcoming ‘Magnet Marketing Mastery’ 
Workshop (24th & 25th July)… 
Not long to go now!

:)

Andy & Ange Smith

Don’t&forget,&want&to&share&your&hot&tips,&recommended&

suppliers&or&any&other&information&that&will&benefit&the&

Lifestyle&Tradie&Community.&Drop&us&a&line&to&

info@lifestyletradie.com.au

CHANGING ADDRESS? 
Don’t miss out on a single issue! If you’re 

changing contact details then ensure to let us 
know -- simply give us a call or send an email. 

This way we’ll keep you plugged into a world of 
knowledge, tips, news and views.

mailto:info@tradesmaninenrcircle.com.au
mailto:info@tradesmaninenrcircle.com.au

